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A B S T R A C T   

Continuous-Carbon-Fiber (CF)/polyaryletherketone (PAEK) composites have recently attracted interest espe-
cially in the aerospace industry due to short-time processes and possible weldability and recyclability. However, 
their manufacturing remains challenging as it involves several steps such as tape fabrication, tape lay-up and 
consolidation. This last step mainly aims at achieving a sufficiently low void content composite to obtain the 
desired mechanical properties. To become an economically viable alternative over classical thermoset-based 
composites, “in-situ” or out-of-autoclave (OOA) consolidation processes have to become part of the 
manufacturing process of CF/PAEK. These techniques have, for now, some limitations which lead to difficulties 
in producing parts of the same quality as autoclave consolidated ones. Understanding the multi-scale rheological 
phenomena involved during consolidation is therefore critical, which constitutes the main goal of this review. 
Reflecting on the literature, guides for improving the OOA and “in-situ” consolidation, both in terms of process 
and materials, are finally suggested.   

1. Introduction 

For many decades, thermoset based composites such as carbon fiber 
(CF)/polyimide, CF/phtanolonitrile or CF/bismaleimide were used in 
the aerospace sector due to their ease of processing (e.g. low viscosities 
and long pot-life [1,2]), high service temperatures [3–5] and excellent 
mechanical properties [2]. However, the sometimes-consequent cura-
tion times under energy-intensive process devices and limited shelf life 
[6] coupled with an increase in industrial demands are gradually mak-
ing thermoset-based composites less competitive than high-performance 
thermoplastic ones. These new materials respond to the economic 
challenges as well as having potential recyclability and weldability [7, 
8]. 

The PAEK family is a common example of such high-performance 
thermoplastics, with high service temperature, high chemical and 
oxidation resistance, good impact properties, non-flammable behavior 
and weldability [9–11]. For PAEK matrix-based composites, the filler is 
generally carbon fiber in order to maximize stiffness, thermal and 
electrical conductivity of the final component [12] while reducing its 
total weight. In the aerospace industry, continuous fiber reinforcement 
is often used to increase the specific strength of the whole material. 

The manufacturing process of these composites includes a phase of 

prepreg (PREimPREGnated) or tape fabrication, i.e. the fabrication of a 
composite film with typical thickness on the order of a few hundred 
microns. Then a phase of tape placement aims at stacking tapes with the 
desired fiber orientation. Finally, a consolidation step aims at welding 
the tapes together and lowering the void content by applying pressure at 
high temperature, both within the tapes (intra-laminar voids) and in- 
between them (inter-laminar voids). This is necessary since, for 
example in the aerospace industry, the final composite piece must have a 
porosity level lower than 1% [13,14]. All these steps involve similar and 
coupled physicochemical mechanisms such as melting/crystallization of 
the matrix, rearrangement of the fibers depending on rheological 
properties and local flows, polymeric chains interdiffusion and crystal-
lization at the interfaces, voids formation or disappearance …, which in 
turn all lead to complex structure/properties relationships in the com-
posite parts. 

The different PAEK and CF have been reviewed by Veazey et al. [12] 
while the state-of-the-art of thermoplastic composites manufacturing 
processes has been the subject of many reviews, such as the one by 
Vaidya et al. [8] or more recently by Boon et al. [15]. Khaled et al. [16], 
Pérez-Martín et al. [17] and Martin et al. [18], which focused on the 
physical phenomena (crystallinity, adhesion, degradation) occurring 
during processing for such composites. However, according to the au-
thors’ knowledge, while consolidation is now relatively well-understood 
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for thermosets-based composites [19], it is not the case for 
Carbon-Fiber-Reinforced Thermoplastics (CFRTP), typically CF/PAEK, 
because of a more complex rheological behavior [20]. 

The objective of this review is then to get a better insight on the 
consolidation step of CF/PAEK composites, crucial for the obtention of 
high-quality parts. After a brief section recalling the main features of the 
materials and the different steps of the composite manufacturing, the 
rheology of the material during consolidation will be presented and 
discussed in details. A last section will focus on possible ways, both in 
terms of materials and process, to improve the final consolidation 
quality. 

2. Materials and composite manufacturing process 

This part briefly recalls the main features of the materials used as 
well as the main steps in the manufacturing process of continuous CF/ 
PAEK composites, i.e. prepreg manufacturing, lay-up and consolidation. 

2.1. Polymer matrix 

Amid the PAEK family, polyetheretherketone (PEEK), which has a 
glass transition temperature (Tg) and a melting temperature (Tm) of 
143 ◦C and 340 ◦C respectively, has been vastly studied [21]. Over the 
last few decades, a significant amount of research has also been con-
ducted on polyetherketoneketone (PEKK). PEEK and PEKK (see Fig. 1) 
have similar mechanical properties but commercially available PEKK 

Nomenclature 

AFP Automatic Fiber Placement. 
ATL Automatic Tape Laying. 
ATP Automated Tape Placement. 
b and e Width and Thickness of the sample (m). 
CF Carbon Fibers. 
CFRTP Carbon-Fiber-Reinforced Thermoplastic. 
CY Cytec. 
DIC Degree of Intimate Contact. 
E Young’s modulus (MPa). 
F Force applied (N). 
GIC Mode I Interlaminar fracture toughness (J/m2). 
G’L and G’’L Storage and Loss Moduli along the fibers respectively 

(Pa). 
G’T and G’’T Storage and Loss Moduli in the transverse direction of 

the fibers respectively (Pa). 
GF/PP Glass Fiber/Polypropylene. 
h, h0 Half distance and half initial distance between plates 

respectively (m). 
ḣ Squeeze rate (m/s). 
HGT Hot gas torch. 
l0 Initial half-length of the specimen (m). 
IL and IT Longitudinal and Transverse second moment of area 

respectively (m4). 
ILSS InterLaminar Shear Strength (MPa). 
L0 and L Initial length and length of the specimen respectively (m). 
LSS Lap Shear Strength (MPa). 
m and n Coefficients of the power-law viscosity model (m in Pa.sn 

and n without unit). 

M and M0 Torque and amplitude of the torque respectively. 
OOA Out-Of-Autoclave. 
PAEK Polyaryletherketone. 
PEEK Polyetheretherketone. 
PEI Polyetherimide. 
PEKK Polyetherketoneketone. 
PPS PolyPhenylene Sulfide. 
R Radius of the plates (m). 
t Time (s). 
Tg Glass transition Temperature (◦C or K). 
Tm Melting Temperature (◦C or K). 
TC TenCate. 
T/I Terephtaloyle and Isophtaloyle ratio. 
UD UniDirectional. 
US Ultrasonic. 
USSW UltraSonic Spot Welding. 
VBO Vacuum Bagging Only. 
W0 Initial half width of the specimen (m). 
W Width of the specimen (m). 
ϒL Shear along the fibers. 
ϒT Shear transverse to the fibers. 
γ̇ Shear rate (s-1). 
δ Phase angle. 
Δ Correction factor (m). 
η Viscosity (Pa.s). 
ηT and ηT0 Transverse and Apparent transverse viscosity (Pa.s). 
Θ Amplitude of the twist angle. 
λ Relaxation time (s). 
σy Yield stress (MPa). 
ω Angular frequency (rad/s).  

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of PEEK and PEKK.  
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processing temperature (i.e. its melting temperature Tm) can be reduced 
down to 300 ◦C while maintaining a high service temperature (i.e. its 
glass transition temperature Tg) by decreasing the ratio between ter-
ephtaloyl (para) and isophtaloyl (meta) isomers, known as the T/I ratio 
[12,22]. PEEK and PEKK Tg and Tm, for different T/I ratios, are given in  
Table 1. 

Optimizing the copolymer composition is then needed to achieve a 
balance between ease of processing and mechanical properties for a 
given application, both in terms of temperatures and degree of crystal-
linity. Increasing the crystallinity (from 28% for PEKK 6000 and 
7000–34% for PEKK 8000 [17,24], while it is close to 40% for PEEK [25] 
as shown in Table 1) results, as usual, in an increase in the Young’s 
modulus E and yield stress σy but in a decrease in the strain at break. This 
effect of an increase in crystallinity on the mechanical properties has 
been confirmed for PEKK [22] and CF/PEEK [25]. 

Nowadays, most of the PAEK industrial production as well as aca-
demic research on CF reinforced high-performance thermoplastics focus 
on PEEK and PEKK, though other PAEK have been listed by Veazey et al. 
[12]. In consequence, the vast majority of results presented in the 
following will deal with either PEEK or PEKK, but should be generally 
applicable to other PAEK. 

2.2. Fibers 

Carbon fibers have a low density (about 1800 kg/m3), high tensile 
strength (3–7 GPa) and modulus (200–500 GPa), with a diameter typi-
cally between 5 and 10 µm [26]. Fiber aspect ratio, orientation of fibers 
and fiber volume fraction play an important role on the composite me-
chanical properties [27–29]. Surface treatment of the carbon fibers is a 
classical way of modifying their inert surface and often used to improve 
matrix-fiber adhesion [30–32]. Veazey et al. [12] mention four possible 
treatments: sizing (i.e. coating with another polymer such as poly-
etherimide PEI), plasma treatment, electrochemical oxidation and 
grafting. Fig. 2 illustrates for example fiber-matrix debonding in an 
unsized CF/PEEK specimen. 

Hsiao et al. [34] stated that the presence of carbon fibers has a weak 
influence on the crystallization kinetics of the PEKK matrix. More pre-
cisely, Pérez-Martín et al. [17] and Choupin et al. [35] concluded that 
for CF/PEKK (600X), the crystallization kinetics are similar than for the 
neat polymer at temperatures below 265 ◦C but faster above 265 ◦C, due 
to transcrystallinity at the fiber surface. Nonetheless, the degree of 
crystallinity of the composites remains close to the one of the matrix 
whether for PEKK [35] or PEEK [17,25]. 

2.3. Tape manufacturing 

The impregnation step consists in infusing the matrix through the 
fibers and leads to the fabrication of a single {matrix + fibers} ply. The 
quality, structure and thermomechanical properties of the tape influ-
ence the next processing steps, so the impregnation step must be 
perfectly controlled [36]. 

The tape (or prepreg) manufacturing process is illustrated in Fig. 3: 
The ply thickness, usually of the order of 200 µm, has been reduced 

to 20 µm in recent works [38–40]. Decreasing the ply thickness brings a 
more homogeneous and uniform prepreg, which can lead to better 

mechanical properties for the composite [41]. 

2.4. Lay-up 

A lay-up step, consisting in stacking a specific number of tapes with 
the desired fiber orientations, is necessary to obtain a composite part 
with the defined thickness. Unidirectional (UD) fiber composites exhibit 
outstanding mechanical properties in the fiber direction, sometimes 
better than metallic alloys, as reported in [12] concerning the ultimate 
tensile strength. However, Young’s modulus or yield stress are only 
slightly higher than those of the matrix in the fiber transverse direction. 
Thus, to obtain a material with quasi-isotropic mechanical properties, 
each ply is usually stacked with fibers at 45◦ from the fibers of the 
previous ply. 

To achieve the productivity required in the aerospace industry [13, 
42], new automated lay-up techniques have arisen, such as Automated 
Tape Placement (ATP). ATP process consists in placing tapes automat-
ically on top of each other as shown in Fig. 4. For each tape deposited, 
the heat source (hot gas torch early on, and mainly laser and IR heating 
now [43]) melts the matrix near the nip point, i.e. where the incoming 
tape is in contact with the previous ply. At the same time, a silicone or 
metallic roller compresses the whole piece in order to create an intimate 
contact between plies. The same procedure is repeated until the desired 
number of plies is stacked. A detailed review on the different heat 
sources and rollers is given in [16]. 

ATP can be subdivided in Automatic Tape Laying (ATL) and Auto-
matic Fiber Placement (AFP) which differ by the size of the deposited 
tapes and the complexity of the stacking. With AFP, the tape has to be 
unidirectional and small (maximum 1 in. in width) but quite complex 
curvature components can be manufactured, whereas ATL uses wider 
tapes (up to 12 in. in width) but enables the stacking of flat laminates 
only. ATL is therefore faster but the control of the heat is better for AFP 
because of smaller samples [13,16,42,44]. 

2.5. Consolidation 

A final consolidation step, using a compression press or an autoclave, 
is generally necessary to reduce the void content of the stacked plies. 
Porosity (or void content) is indeed another parameter that plays a 
major role on the composite mechanical properties [45–49]. Voids can 
be of two origins. The ones within the tapes are called intra-laminar 
voids and are due to the prepreg fabrication process. Then, when the 
plies are stacked together, inter-laminar voids appear between individ-
ual plies due to ply roughness and imperfect contact (see Fig. 5). It is 
worth noting that the presence of dissolved moisture in the matrix may 

Table 1 
Glass transition and melting temperatures, and degree of crystallinity of PEEK 
and of PEKK (600X, 700X and 800X are different grades produced by Arkema, 
related to the T/I ratio. For example, PEKK 700X stands for a proportion of 70% 
of T and 30% of I) [17,21,23–25].   

PEEK PEKK 600X PEKK 700X PEKK 800X 

Tg (◦C) 143 160 162 165 
Tm (◦C) 340 305 332 358 
χ (%) 40 28 28 34  

Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscopy image of a fiber-matrix debonding on an 
unsized CF/PEEK composite 
Reprinted from Giraud et al. [33], ©2013 with permission from Elsevier. 
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also lead to void formation during consolidation [45]. As the void 
content increases, the mechanical properties will decrease, so it has to 
remain below 1% for most aerospace applications [13,14]. 

With a compression press, a mechanical pressure (often up to 10 
bars) is applied on the laminates while controlling the temperature 
(about 380 ◦C) and the heating or cooling rate. This process has been 
widely used in the last decades on CF/PEEK composites for flat geom-
etries [51,52]. Concerning autoclave the sample is placed under vacuum 
in a vacuum bag, and high temperature is applied for around 1 h along 
with an additional pressure (6–7 bars) while controlling the heating 
and/or cooling rate [53–55]. The applied pressure in autoclave enables a 
very homogeneous distribution of the pressure independently of the 
part’s shape compared to compression press, and composites with quite 
complex geometries can be consolidated. In both cases, high-quality 
composites (i.e. with low void content) can be achieved but these 
routes are costly since high pressure has to be applied for a long time on 
big volumes (particularly for autoclaves). 

Thus, other means to consolidate composites are developed and are 
known as “out-of-autoclave” processes. The most promising one is the 

vacuum bagging only (VBO) process [56,57]. As shown in Fig. 6, the 
laminate is placed under a vacuum bag in an oven under atmospheric 
pressure. The breather, a porous glass fiber material, homogenizes the 
vacuum level inside the bag, enabling the application of a pressure close 
to 1 bar on the laminate. Consolidation occurs when heating above the 
matrix melting temperature for times similar to those required in au-
toclaves [56,57]. UD (unidirectional) CF/PEKK laminates with a 
consolidation level comparable to those via traditional press have 
already been obtained using this technique [56]. However, the authors 
point out possible edge and size effects that can arise from this method. 
Maintaining a homogeneous pressure while having sufficient matrix 
flow during the consolidation cycle is challenging when the size of 
specimens increases. Consequently, it may be harder to obtain a ho-
mogeneous consolidation quality for large composites. 

On-going research aims at developing ATP both for lay-up and “in- 
situ” consolidation, which would actually be the most interesting solu-
tion in terms of productivity [15,18,58,59]. However, the current 
technological state-of-the-art does not produce yet composites with the 
same consolidation quality as those obtained by press or autoclave [60]. 

Fig. 3. Scheme of CFRTP prepreg manufacturing process. 
Adapted from [37]. 

Fig. 4. Scheme of the ATP process.  

Fig. 5. (a) Cross-sectional optical micrographs to visualize intra-laminar voids (dark spots) of a CF/PEEK tape and (b) Inter-laminar voids of ± 90◦ stacked CF/PEEK 
laminates. 
(a)Reprinted from Khan et al. [50], ©2010 with permission from John Wiley & Sons (b) Reprinted from Slange et al. [45], ©2018 with permission from Elsevier. 
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Though this will be discussed in more details in the last part of this re-
view, a current limit is linked to the high speed of the roller (Fig. 4) 
causing fast cooling rates and thus low degrees of crystallinity [15,18, 
58,59,61]. For example, the crystallinity reached for “in-situ” consoli-
dated CF/PAEK through AFP is around 10% as reported in [61] and 18% 
for CF/PEEK in the study of Comer et al. [55], far below the ones ob-
tained for autoclave processed pieces (see Table 1). 

To conclude this part, we summarize in the following table the 
different processes and associated parameters used in the literature to 
consolidate CFRTP composites. (Table 2). 

3. Rheology of the composite during consolidation 

The consolidation step consists in heating and pressing for a few tens 
of minutes an assembly of plies in order to obtain, as far as possible, a 
void-free composite. Due to pressure and a temperature above Tm, the 
matrix and more generally the {fiber + matrix} flow enables the 
reduction of porosities which can be present within the tape (intra- 
laminar voids) and between tapes (inter-laminar voids). In this section 
dedicated to rheology only, the diffusion of volatiles will not be 
considered (this phenomenon will be discussed in section IV). Hence, the 
different adhesion mechanisms and flows occurring during consolida-
tion are presented in Fig. 7 for a [0/45] oriented towards y-axis 

composite. The phenomena have been somewhat arbitrarily divided in 
two steps. Step 1 concerns phenomena occurring at shorter times 
whereas Step 2 corresponds to those whose role should mostly influence 
consolidation at longer times. 

The understanding of intimate contact, healing, resin percolation, 
inter-ply slip, intra-ply shear and squeeze flow, from molecular to 
macroscopic scale, in such highly-filled systems, is essential to optimize 
the consolidation process of composites. 

3.1. Interfacial adhesion between tapes 

During the placement step, the asperities of each ply are brought into 
contact. These asperities will flatten during consolidation due to tem-
perature and pressure, leading to “intimate contact” as illustrated in 
Fig. 7.a (IC) [73,74]. Hence, the rougher the surfaces, the longer the 
time for intimate contact between tapes. When intimate contact is 
achieved, molecular chain interdiffusion between the upper and lower 
plies will occur, as shown in Fig. 7.b (H) [75]. This phenomenon, 
sometimes called healing or autohesion [64], will reduce the amount of 
inter-laminar voids. Inter-laminar bonds between individual plies will 
then lead to the development of inter-laminar strength [50,74,76,77]. 
Avenet et al. [64] studied the development of bonding strength on 
CF/PEKK composites at short processing times. They outlined the role of 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the vacuum bagging process.  

Table 2 
Processing parameters according to the manufacturing process and materials.  

Process Placement speed 
(m/min) 

Tool 
temperature 
(◦C) 

Processing 
temperature (◦C) 

Pressure and/or 
Applied force 

Heating rates 
(◦C/min) 

Cooling rates 
(◦C/min) 

Dwell time 
(min) 

Material References 

Autoclave / / 380 7 bar 3 2 45 CF/ 
PEEK 

[50] 
/ / 375 7 bar 3 2 20 [55,62] 
/ / 390 7 bar + 1 bar 5 5 30 [63] 
/ / 390 3–20 bar 15 10–15 30 [53] 
/ / 350–400 3–10 bar 3 10 15–30–45 [54] 
/ / 380 ? ? ? 120 CF/ 

PEKK 
[64] 

Hot Press / / 330 5–17 bar 7–10 2–3 15–30 CF/PPS [65] 
/ / 400 3–10 bar ? 18 30–120 CF/ 

PEEK 
[51] 

/ / 400 7 bar 2 2 15 [66] 
/ / 380 40 bar 3 16 10 CF/ 

PEKK 
[60] 

VBO / / 380 ~1 bar 2.8 2.8 0 CF/ 
PEEK 

[67] 
/ / 400 0.9 bar 2 2 15 [66] 
/ / 360 0.3–1 bar 5–20 0.5–10 15 CF/ 

PEKK 
[56,68] 

/ / 375 0.9–1 bar 4–5 ? 30 [69] 
/ / 380 0.95 bar 3 7 30 [60] 

AFP in- 
situ 

3–9 300 ? 50–225 N / / / CF/ 
PEEK 

[50] 
3 Unheated 380 2.5 bar / / / [70] 
9 Unheated 420 3.8 bar (365 N) / / / [71] 
8 150 1350 W = 420 ◦C 1.2 bar / / / [55,62] 
5–9 280 HGT (800–1300 ◦C) 100–200 N / / / [72] 
3 ? HGT 910 ◦C 355 N / / / [63] 
2.4–6 ? 3400 W 

(~417–430 ◦C) 
1000 N / / / [60] 

2 200 180 W ~20 bar (500 N) / / / CF/ 
PEKK 

[66]  
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fibers on the bonding strength, especially confinement effects on the 
matrix due to the high volume fraction of fibers. Besides the regimes 
corresponding to intimate contact and healing development, it is worth 
pointing out they identified a third regime corresponding to fiber 
bridging, i.e. the formation of a continuous fibers path which leads to a 
further increase in the bonding strength. This suggests presence of fibers 
will lead to a stronger interface between tapes than if filled with resin 
only. 

Depending on the pressure and temperature applied during the 
consolidation cycle and also on the initial roughness, either intimate 
contact or chain interdiffusion can take more time to occur [57,75]. 
While the typical time for chain interdiffusion is related to the reptation 
time, on the order of 10–100 s at the processing temperatures, intimate 
contact times can vary between about 1 s and 1 h depending on the 
initial roughness [75]. Concerning pressure, a threshold value of 1 MPa 
(10 bar) has been estimated for CF/PEEK [78,79] above which the 
characteristic intimate contact time becomes lower than the time 
required for healing. However, in the VBO process, the pressure applied 
on the samples is low, typically 0.1 MPa (1 bar), hence this part of the 
consolidation, consisting in lowering the voids and ensure the adhesion 
between tapes, will be mainly governed by the characteristic time for 
intimate contact (100 – 1000 s) [75]. Despite the high pressure applied, 
one of the main issues in achieving “in-situ” consolidation is indeed the 
time spent above Tm (< 1 s [77]), shorter than the time needed for 
healing. Butler et al. [80] developed a coupled bonding model intro-
ducing a non-dimensional parameter related to the ratio between the 
two characteristic times to determine which of the intimate contact or 
healing phenomenon shall be preponderant. This may be helpful in cases 
both timescales are similar, for example when bonding smooth surfaces 
with a low pressure, such as in VBO consolidation. 

As stated previously, chain interdiffusion only occurs after intimate 
contact is achieved. It is therefore fundamental to optimize intimate 

contact during tape placement and consolidation. The degree of intimate 
contact Dic is defined as the ratio between the surface area in contact and 
the surface of the tapes assuming perfectly flat surfaces [50,57] and 
often used to estimate its quality. During consolidation, Dic increases. 
However, intimate contact only occurs in resin-rich regions. Indeed, 
portions of the ply surface may consist in dry fibers where no bonds with 
the neighboring tape will develop. Celik et al. [73,81] then introduced 
the concept of effective intimate contact which corresponds to the ratio 
between the surface of the resin-rich surface (i.e. from which dry areas 
were removed) and the total surface of the tapes. 

Many models describing the evolution of the asperities and thus the 
variation of Dic during intimate contact exist and are discussed in [57, 
75]. Yang et al. [74,79] defined a model using Cantor fractal-shaped 
asperities corresponding to the Fourier transformation of experimental 
observations. This model describes well uncharged or low-filled poly-
mers but since the carbon fiber volume fraction is close to 60% in uni-
directional CF/PAEK composites, the effect of fibers on asperities 
deformation should be considered. This has been done by Levy et al. 
[82] with a finite element analysis, showing that adhesion takes place 
first at the edges of the contact area and then extends progressively to 
the whole contact area. 

3.2. Flow mechanisms during consolidation 

Four flow mechanisms are generally identified during consolidation: 
inter-ply slip (Fig. 7.a (Slip)), intra-ply shear (Fig. 7.a (Shear)), matrix 
percolation (Fig. 7.b (P)) and squeeze flow (Fig. 7.b (SF)) [57]. Another 
flow mechanism, elongational deformation, will not be detailed further 
in the following, as it can be considered negligible for continuous 
CFRTP. Compression is the main solicitation during consolidation, and 
elongational viscosity is known to be extremely high for continuous 
CFRTP [83,84]. 

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the different phenomena 
occurring during consolidation of a [0/45] oriented to-
wards y-axis. The matrix is represented in grey color. White 
ellipses stand for the 45◦ oriented fibers and white circles 
for the 0 ◦ oriented fibers. Voids (in black) can be present 
within a ply (intra-laminar void) or at the interface be-
tween plies (inter-laminar voids). Step 1: “IC”: intimate 
contact development, “Slip”: inter-ply slip, “Shear”: trans-
verse intra-ply shear; Step 2: “H”: healing, with red arrows 
representing chain interdiffusion, “P”: resin percolation, 
“SF”: squeeze flow.   
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3.2.1. Matrix percolation 
Matrix percolation refers here to the microscopic flow of the matrix 

through the fiber network within a ply [85]. This local redistribution of 
resin is a similar mechanism to the one responsible for healing between 
plies [85]. However, and contrary to thermosets [86] (viscosities in the 
1–10 Pa.s range [8]), the viscosity of thermoplastics is generally high at 
the processing temperature (100–1000 Pa.s [87]). For CFRTP with a 
fiber volume fraction close to 60%, the fibers are highly packed and 
thus, percolation through the fiber network will occur over times much 
higher than the other flow mechanisms [85]. 

3.2.2. Inter-ply slip 
Inter-ply slip is the translational movement of one ply relative to the 

others (Fig. 7.a (Slip)). Cogswell et al. [88] showed that such slip is more 
important when the plies are stacked with different orientations because 
of thicker resin-rich areas at the interface, easing the inter-ply slip while 
reducing fiber-fiber friction [85,88,89]. This type of deformation is 
therefore only dependent on the shear viscosity of the neat matrix [85]. 
For CF/PEEK laminates, Cogswell et al. [88] also showed that there is a 
yield stress (> 100 Pa) before the plies start to slide and then that sliding 
velocity is proportional to the applied shear stress. Kaprielian et al. [89] 
noted that there is no possible rotation of the layers between themselves. 
Further measurement of the shear stresses involved during consolidation 
is still needed to conclude about such sliding of plies but due to low 
forces applied in OOA consolidation and high viscosities, inter-ply slip 
shall remain limited. 

3.2.3. Intra-ply shear 
Intra-ply shear defines the shearing process of the whole {matrix 

+ fibers} system within the ply (Fig. 7.a (Shear)). Shear can be parallel 
to the fibers (ϒL, “axial - or longitudinal - intra-ply shearing”) or 
perpendicular to the fibers (ϒT, “transverse intra-ply shearing”) [57,90]. 
Shearing occurring during compression will affect the rheology of the 
system. 

3.2.3.1. Rheological measurements settings. It is relatively well-known 
that PAEK polymers, like many other thermoplastics, behave as New-
tonian fluids at low shear stresses and as shear thinning fluids at high 
shear stresses [35,91,92]. However, the rheological characterization of 
reinforced polymers is more complex and specific experimental set-ups 
have then to be designed. 

UD tapes are inherently anisotropic, meaning their macroscopic 
rheological response is different along the fibers and transverse to the 
fibers. Many authors agree that there is no flow of the resin along the 
fibers. As stated previously, Goshawk et al. [93] explain that the effec-
tive viscosity in the fiber direction is much higher than the one in the 
transverse direction due to fibers’ inextensibility [94]. 

Groves et al. [95] first measured the rheological properties of 
cross-ply CF/PEEK composites, both under oscillation and in the 
steady-state shear. They obtained the “isotropic” viscosity of the com-
posite, which corresponds to the macroscopic viscosity of the sample 
under shear. 

A less simplistic approach was developed by Rogers et al. [96] who 
obtained the analytical relations to decouple the longitudinal and 
transverse components of the viscosity. Their approach is based on the 
expression of the torque M of an elastic response: 

M⋅H = (GT ⋅IT + GL⋅IL)⋅θ (1)  

where G and I are the shear moduli and the second moments of area (or 
moments of inertia) respectively, in the transverse (T) and longitudinal 
(L) directions, Θ is the amplitude of the twist angle and H the distance 
between plates. 

In order to obtain both longitudinal and transverse components of 
the viscosity, different second moments of area along the fibers and 
transverse to the fibers are needed, i.e. IT ∕= IL. This can be obtained 

either by cutting rectangular specimens (with different aspect ratios) or 
by placing two off-centered specimens as shown in Fig. 8. 

For a viscoelastic material, the rheological parameters such as the 
moduli, the torque or the twist angle are time dependent. Eq. (1) can 
then be decomposed in Eqs. (2 and 3) [91] (for more calculation details, 
refer to [96]): 

M0⋅H⋅cos(δ) = (IT ⋅G′

T + IL⋅G′

L)⋅θ (2)  

M0⋅H⋅sin(δ) = (IT ⋅G
′ ′

T + IL⋅G
′ ′

L)⋅θ (3)  

where M0 is the amplitude of the torque, δ is the phase angle, G’T (G’L) 
and G’’T (G’’L) are respectively the storage and loss moduli in the di-
rection transverse (resp. longitudinal) to the fibers. 

Recently, Deignan et al. [91] modified again the geometry of the 
specimens by cutting rectangles with lengths much longer than their 
widths to have IT > > IL and measure only the transverse component of 
the viscosity. In this study, the authors specifically worked on single 
plies in order to avoid inter-ply slip, which might play a role in the 
rheological measurements presented previously. It is quite important to 
be able to dissociate inter-ply slip and intra-ply shear in order to get the 
transverse viscosity of the composite. This viscosity as a function of the 
angular frequency ω can be obtained from the measurements of the 
transverse storage and loss moduli, as given by Eq. (4): 

G
′

T =

(
H⋅M
IT ⋅θ

)

⋅cos(δ)

G′ ′
T =

(
H⋅M
IT ⋅θ

)

⋅sin(δ)

ηT =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

G’
T

2
+ G’’

T
2

√

ω

(4) 

Another intra-ply rheological characterization has been described by 
Stanley et al. in [94]. It consists in using a rheometer with three plates: 
the upper and lower ones are fixed while the middle plate is pulled-out 
at a constant speed or force (see Fig. 9). Two samples are therefore 
considered: one between the upper and the middle plates and another 
between the middle and the lower plates. This configuration generates a 
shear on the two tested samples, with different rheological responses 
depending on the fiber orientation with respect to the pullout direction. 

In order to avoid inter-ply slip, the samples are rotated such that the 
interlayers (shown by the red dashed lines in Fig. 9) are perpendicular to 
the pullout direction. The upper sample has fibers oriented along the 
pull-out direction, hence longitudinal shear occurs. The lower one has 
fibers perpendicular to the pull-out direction, hence transverse shear 
occurs. 

Haanappel et al. [90,98], developed a torsion bar test adapted on a 
rheometer with the specimen fixed at each side of its cross section 
(Fig. 10) to calculate the longitudinal shear viscosity. The upper part 
rotates while the lower one remains static, leading to a deformation in 
torsion. The fibers direction is normal to the shearing direction, in order 
to prevent the specimen from inter-ply slip. 

3.2.3.2. Rheological characterization. In [97,99], Groves et al. used 
off-centered square samples described in Fig. 8 to separate the longitu-
dinal and transverse components of the complex viscosity and were then 
the first to measure properly the transverse viscosity of CF/PEEK com-
posites. They evidenced a yield stress fluid behavior, such as the vis-
cosity follows (Eq. 5): 

η = mγ̇n− 1 (5)  

with m and n the parameters of the power-law viscosity, γ̇ the shear rate. 
They obtain m close to 105 Pa.sn and n close to 0 at 380 ◦C for the 

transverse viscosity. 
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According to Deignan et al. [91,100], CF/PEEK composite also be-
haves as a yield stress fluid at low shear rates with a pseudo-elastic 
behavior governed by fiber-fiber friction, and a shear-thinning 
behavior at all measurable frequencies (see Fig. 11.a). From Fig. 11.a 
and assuming the Cox-Merz rule is valid (i.e. |η * (ω)| = η(γ̇)), which has 

not been clearly evidenced for composites [74], values of 105 Pa.sn and 
close to 0 for m and n respectively (see Eq. 6) can be extracted for the 
transverse viscosity at the same temperature as Groves, using a similar 
approach. At very high shear rates (> 103 s-1), the viscosity of the 
composite shall be the one of the matrix [91,100]. This phenomenon has 
also been observed on short-carbon-fiber-reinforced PEKK by Kishore 
et al. [92]. 

Using the set-up presented in Fig. 9, Stanley et al. also characterized 
a shear thinning behavior CF/PEEK composites [77]. However, they 
obtained m and n values of 7.103 Pa.sn and 0.2 respectively, again at 
380 ◦C. 

If the different viscosity measurement tests presented in this section 
differ from each other and require quite complex settings, all demon-
strate that CF/PAEK composites behave as a shear thinning fluid with 
high-level of viscosities in the range of frequencies studied. We want to 
highlight again that the values obtained for m and n can differ depending 
on the experimental set-up chosen. Inter-ply slip may explain a decrease 
in the “apparent” viscosity measured by Stanley [77] compared to 
Groves [82] and Deignan [74], but this confirms robust measurements of 
such composite viscosity are still needed (see also section II.2.4). 

Note that Haanappel et al. [90] also described a shear thinning 
behavior for the longitudinal viscosity, with m ≈ 107 Pa.sn and n ≈ 0 at 
390 ◦C. Comparing these results to the ones discussed above is consis-
tent with experiments by Goshawk et al. [93] suggesting longitudinal 
viscosity is much higher than the transverse one. 

3.2.3.3. Effect of pressure and temperature on CFRTP viscosity. Fig. 11.a 
also highlights the effect of pressure on the rheological behavior of a 
composite. The values of viscosities increase by almost an order of 
magnitude when the applied pressure increases from 52 kPa to 313 kPa. 
This is due to an additional phenomenon called shear-banding which 
appear during the rheological test. Shear-banding occurs when only a 
small portion of the ply (~ 10% of its thickness) is in motion (i.e. flows) 
while the rest remains in a “solid” state [101]. As illustrated in Fig. 11.b, 
when shear-banding occurs, the deformation through the sample is not 
homogeneous. This situation is then in contradiction with the fact that 
during a rheological test, homogeneous deformation within the sample 
is assumed. 

This has been confirmed on CF/PEEK composites by Deignan et al. 
[91] by measuring the complex viscosity of a single ply (to avoid 
inter-ply slip during the experiment) for different pressures, as shown in 
Fig. 11.b. If the pressure applied is too low, shear-banding results in a 
partial flow only, and thus to a measured viscosity much smaller than 
expected. When the pressure is high enough, shear-banding is sup-
pressed, the measured viscosity increases significantly and becomes 
independent of the pressure applied. 

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of complex viscosity measurement of an anisotropic material using a plate-plate rheometer (a: side view; b: top view). 
Adapted from [97]. 

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the intra-ply shear characterization setup 
Adapted from [94]. 

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the torsion bar test. 
Reprinted from Haanappel et al. [90], ©2014 with permission from Elsevier. 
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Finally, we shall mention the effect of temperature on CFRTP vis-
cosity measurements is not clear. The high fiber volume fraction may 
explain why the viscosity of the CF/PEEK does not depend much on the 
temperature [90,98]. It is worth mentioning that an increase in viscosity 
with temperature is evidenced in [91]. It might be due to the fact that in 
this study, the rheological tests were conducted under high pressure. 
Hence, the material is compressed during the whole measurement, 
which can lead to an increase in fiber volume fraction during the 
experiment due to flowing of the matrix out of the testing area. This 
compression is more pronounced at higher temperatures as the viscosity 
of the matrix decreases with temperature. As the fiber-fiber friction 
hampers the flow of the matrix, the “apparent” viscosity of the com-
posite may then increase with temperature when high pressure is 
applied. An optimum between pressure and temperature may therefore 
be conceivable. 

3.2.4. Squeeze flow 
Squeeze flow (Fig. 7.b (SF)) is the radial flow occurring when the 

composite is subjected to axial compression. A schematic representation 
is presented in Fig. 12 for a disk-shaped sample. During consolidation, 
squeeze flow will redistribute fiber and matrix within a ply and should 
be the main mechanism for intra-ply voids reduction, as reported by 
Shuler et al. [102]. Squeeze flow depends on pressure, temperature and 
time. Note that, a priori, there is no such radial flow at the center of the 
composite (dark red circle in Fig. 12.a) so that in this region the 

reduction of porosity originates from another mechanisms, such as slow 
resin percolation (see Fig. 7.b) [85]. 

Squeeze flow can be characterized by two different rheological tests. 
Either the force is fixed and the gap displacement is measured as a 
function of time, or the squeeze rate (closure speed of the plates) is fixed 
and the force required to maintain this speed is recorded as a function of 
gap displacement [102,103]. The sample surface can have the same 
surface as the plates, leading to a constant surface under compression all 
along the experiment (Fig. 12.a). Alternatively, the samples can have a 
surface much smaller than the plates such that the volume of the sample 
between the plates remains constant during the experiment (Fig. 12.b). 

3.2.4.1. Modelling squeeze flow for neat polymers. Squeeze flow models 
are well known and the most common one, established for Newtonian 
fluids, is known as the Stefan’s law [104]. When the surface between 
plates remains constant (Fig. 12.a), it can be written for a disk as Eq. (6): 

F = 3πR4η − ḣ
8h3

(6)  

where F is the applied force, R the radius of the plates, η the viscosity of 
the fluid, h the half gap (see Fig. 12.a) and ḣ the squeeze rate. 

The hypotheses behind the Stefan’s law are the following: the inertial 
and gravity terms are neglected, the specimen is in steady-state regime, a 
no-slip condition is assumed between the sample and the plate, and the 

Fig. 11. a. Angular frequency sweep of a CF/PEEK single-ply at 5% strain and at 380 ◦C in air and b. Complex viscosity as a function of the applied pressures. 
Reprinted from Deignan et al. [91], ©2018 with permission from SAGE. 

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of a specimen squeezed between two parallel plates (a) in a " constant surface " configuration and (b) in a “constant volume” 
configuration. 
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fluid fills entirely the gap. 
Many extensions of this model exist and have been reviewed by 

Leider et al. [105]. One of these extensions, Scott’s law [106], is of 
particular interest in the case of CF/PAEK composites, recalling the 
discussion of the previous section. It generalizes Stefan’s law solution for 
a fluid having a power law viscosity, in the case of constant surface (Eq. 
7): 

F =

(
− ḣ

)n

h2n+1

(
2n + 1

2n

)nπmRn+3

n + 3
(7) 

Jackson et al. [107] used Eq. (7) under a constant closing speed and 
highlighted a size effect on the ease of squeezing. They determined that 
the higher the ratio between the length and the thickness, the harder the 
squeezing. This might be an issue on consolidation suggesting that it 
may become harder to reduce porosities thanks to squeeze flow when 
the size of the sample increases. 

3.2.4.2. Modelling squeeze flow for fiber-reinforced thermoplastics. That-
taiparthasarthy et al. [103] used Scott’s equation on polypropylene fil-
led at 40% in volume by discrete long (~ cm) glass fibers, considering 
the fluid as an isotropic, non-Newtonian, power-law type fluid under 
isothermal conditions. The isotropic hypothesis is assumed because the 
shape of the specimen remained circular after the squeeze flow experi-
ment. They obtained shear power-law parameters m close to 2.104 Pa.sn 

and n in the 0.35–0.4 range at 190 ◦C. 
Stefan’s and Scott’s solutions have also been used to model the 

experimental results obtained for the squeeze flow of continuous fiber 
reinforced thermoplastic composites. However, the presence of contin-
uous fibers seems to render the isotropic continuum hypothesis incorrect 
[93]. Assuming the velocity is equal to 0 along the fiber, i.e. flow occurs 
only perpendicular to the fibers, Rogers et al. [108] proposed a first 
approach based on a Newtonian fluid under a constant normal force 
which does not consider the shear-thinning behavior observed for these 
composites. Assuming no-slip and a constant volume, the gap evolution 
with time is given by Eq. (8): 

F = − 2ηL
ḣ
h6(w0h0)

3 (8)  

where w0 the initial half width of the specimen (see Fig. 12.a), L the 
length, η the apparent viscosity of the whole {matrix + fibers} system. 

As stated, this model cannot fully predict the experimental squeeze 
flow for CF/PAEK composites since it totally neglects the characteristic 
shear-thinning behavior discussed in the previous section. 

The authors want therefore to highlight an analytical solution 
developed by Advani et al. [109] that models the squeeze flow of CFRTP 
on square plates, taking into account both the anisotropy of the {fiber 
+ matrix} flow and the power-law type profile of the viscosity (see Eq. 
5). The solution is given in Eq. (9) in the case of constant volume for a 
rectangular sample: 

F =

(
− ḣ

)n

h2n+1

(
2n + 1

n

)n 2m
n + 2

Lwn+2 (9)  

where w and L are the half-width and length of the sample respectively 
(see Fig. 12). 

Numerical attempts have also been conducted to model the squeeze 
flow behavior of CFRTP. Shuler et al. [102] used a cell model where a 
single fiber is surrounded by an incompressible matrix fluid. Wang et al. 
[110] took into account the viscosity increase during the squeeze flow, 
due to the “locking” of fibers (i.e. the composite becoming harder to 
compress as the fiber volume fraction increases) [57,111,112]. Goshawk 
et al. [93] developed a two-dimensional finite element model where the 
material is composed of non-deformable fibers and a Newtonian fluid. 
Such numerical models usually simulate satisfyingly experimental data 

at short times but deviations occur at longer ones, due to effects such as 
fiber displacement during squeeze flow or shear-thinning of the matrix. 

3.2.4.3. Squeeze flow experiments: an original method to determine the 
viscosity of a composite. Through Stefan’s law extensions presented in 
the previous part, some authors have also used squeeze flow experi-
ments as an indirect method to obtain more easily the viscosity of a 
CFRTP composite than with the methods presented in II.2.3. It might 
also provide a more useful information as it gives directly access to the 
steady shear viscosity rather than the complex viscosity. However, most 
authors used the model developed by Rogers [108] for Newtonian fluids 
and determined the transverse shear viscosity of a UD composite by 
deriving Eq. (8) [50,57,109,113]: 

ηT =
5
2

Ft
L0w3

0

h2
0h5

h5
0 − h5 (10)  

where ηT is the transverse viscosity of the system {matrix + fibers} and 
L0 and w0 the initial length and half-width of the sample respectively. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, none of the viscosity estimates 
through squeeze flow experiments have been done using Eq. (9) or any 
model considering both flow anisotropy and a power-law viscosity, 
which could then be the aim of future work. 

Saffar [57] used Eq. (10) to fit experimental data of unidirectional 
CF/PEKK squeeze flow and obtains a constant transverse viscosity of 
about 106 Pa.s. This value is in the same range as those measured by 
Deignan et al. [91,100] for CF/PEEK composites (see Fig. 11.a) but 
obviously do not capture shear-thinning. 

To go beyond, Saffar [57] re-estimated the apparent transverse vis-
cosity ηT0 of UD CF/PEKK composites applying a Carreau-type law for 
the fluid (Eq. 11): 

ηT(γ̇) = ηT0
[
1 + (λγ̇)2 ]n− 1

2 (11)  

where ηT0 is the zero-shear transverse viscosity, λ the relaxation time and 
n as defined in Eq. (6). 

Zero-shear viscosity around 109 Pa.s and n close to 0,05 were ob-
tained at 380 ◦C, both far from values typically measured in the litera-
ture for these materials [91,100,102]. Nevertheless, as suggested by 
Deignan, CF/PEEK shall have a yield stress fluid-like behavior [91,100]. 
Hence, the use of a Carreau-fluid law to describe the composite behavior 
may not be appropriate. Still, estimating the viscosity at 1 s-1 with the 
parameters of this Carreau-law, we obtain a value around 3.103 Pa.s for 
m, much smaller than the values obtained by Groves [82] and Deignan 
[74] (see section II.2.3). 

To sum up, the squeeze flow of neat polymers is well-modeled by 
existing analytical developments. However, despite numerous models 
(analytical or numerical) that have been developed to describe the 
rheological behavior of composites, a full-agreement between theory 
and experimental data concerning squeezing of a CFRTP has still not 
been reached. A direct link between squeeze flow and intra-ply void 
reduction over time to evaluate its impact on the consolidation quality is 
also lacking. Wang et al. [20] suggest that the future squeeze flow 
models should be fully predictive and physical (i.e. not semi-empirical). 
To do so, they shall be rate and temperature dependent, consider 
non-Newtonian effects and the elastic contribution of the fibers as well 
as the fiber rearrangement during shearing. 

We also want to underline that all the squeeze flow models used for 
composites consider no-slip boundary conditions, a hypothesis often not 
really justified. Yet, it has been demonstrated that slip may exist be-
tween neat polymers and plates even at relatively low shear rates (~ 1 s- 

1), which can significantly affect the viscosity measurement [114,115]. 
A proper characterization of slip between CRFTP and plates is then 
important to incorporate correct boundary conditions in the squeeze 
flow models [116], but such experiments have not been performed to 
the best of our knowledge. Hatzikiriakos et al. [117] describe various 
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strategies to measure slip in neat polymers, which may be adapted to 
composites. 

4. Consolidation quality improvement 

Nowadays, consolidation on thermoset-based composites are quite 
well-mastered and can even be modelled efficiently [118,119]. 
Consolidation of thermoplastic-based composites is more complicated 
because of higher viscosities (100–1000 Pa.s [87] compared to 1–10 Pa. 
s for thermosets [8]) and processing temperatures (380 ◦C versus typi-
cally 180 ◦C for a CF/epoxy composite [120]). Table 3 summarizes the 
microstructural characterization and mechanical properties found in the 
literature for different processes and materials. Most of the results pre-
sented in the table will be discussed in further details in this section. 
Thus, this last section aims at reporting different options discussed in the 
literature to improve the final consolidation quality of a CF/PAEK 
composites. 

4.1. Optimization of the tape 

During both the lay-up and the consolidation step, the matrix must 
flow and fill-in as much as possible pre-existing porosities during the 
cycle time. This flow is eased when the pressure and/or the temperature 
are high. For a combination of rapid lay-up (AFP) followed by OOA 
consolidation (where low pressure is applied), it is essential to optimize 
the architecture of the tape, i.e. fiber-matrix distribution (fibers repar-
tition, presence of resin-rich regions at the surface), distribution of the 
porosities, and surface roughness. 

Many authors [50,123,124] insist on the importance of obtaining a 
tape homogeneous in thickness (low roughness), with a good 
fiber-matrix distribution and a low-void content. A good dispersion of 
the fibers within the matrix prevents from void creation through matrix 
cracking or fiber-matrix debonding [123]. Smooth tapes favor intimate 
contact (Dic) and then chain interdiffusion between tapes, leading to 
inter-laminar void reduction [50]. Still, Centea et al. [125] recently 
highlighted the work of Thorfinnson [126], suggesting rather counter-
intuitively that prepregs with high initial void content due to areas not 

wet by the matrix may facilitate the evacuation of moisture and other 
volatiles before being entrapped by the resin. However, dry areas will 
also lead to local fibers concentrations that may prevent the matrix from 
flowing and filling in these voids during consolidation. This is even more 
true for highly viscous resins consolidated under low pressures, for 
example with the VBO process. This suggests the existence of an opti-
mum depending on the final process used. 

The presence of resin-rich regions at the surface of the tape also 
seems an interesting strategy to increase the consolidation quality [123, 
127,128]. Sacchetti et al. [127] estimated the fracture toughness of 
CF/PEEK composites with different matrix interleave thicknesses 
through GIC measurements. The thicker the resin interlayer, the higher 
the fracture toughness of the composite, as intimate contact and chain 
interdiffusion is favored at the interface. When the interlayer thickness 
increases, the plastic yield zone increases, meaning that more energy is 
dissipated and hence higher mechanical properties at the tapes’ in-
terfaces can be achieved [127]. Obviously, a balance between this 
interlayer thickness and the final fiber content in the composite shall be 
observed. Sacchetti et al. [127] also concluded that migration of fibers at 
the tapes’ interface does not increase the fracture toughness of the 
CF/PEEK composite, in contradiction with Avenet et al. [64] who 
attributed an increase in GIC on CF/PEKK for longer welding times to 
fiber bridging. 

Following a similar approach, Slange et al. [123] studied the effect of 
tape architecture and lay-up quality on the final consolidation quality. 
Two different CF/PEEK tapes were placed by ultrasonic welding, AFP or 
press and then stamp formed. The so-called “void free” [123] TC (Ten-
Cate, USA) tape has a smooth surface with a good fiber-matrix reparti-
tion but with no matrix layer at the interface (as shown in Fig. 13.a). CY 
(Cytec, USA) tape has a non-uniform thickness and a high void content 
(around 5–10%) but displays matrix-rich regions (see Fig. 13.b). The 
void content is characterized by a non-destructive technique based on 
ultrasonic transmission (US C-scan measurements). US C-scans in 
Fig. 13.c-d show a better consolidation quality for CY-tape based com-
posites (void content around 0.5% for CY laminates against 1.3% for TC 
laminates), which can be explained by the fact that the resin-rich re-
gions, despite the rougher surfaces, lead to better inter-laminar bonding 

Table 3 
Microstructural and mechanical properties for different processes and materials.  

Process Orientation Material Degree of crystallinity (%) Porosity rate (%) ILSS (MPa)  Flexural strength (MPa) References 

Autoclave ? CF/PEEK / / 94 / [50] 
[0]16 

[+ 45/− 45]4 s 

25 2.8 105 
41 

/ [70] 

[0]8 35 ? / 1650 [71] 
[0]30 42 / / / [62] 
[0]16 > 40 < 0.1 110 1600 [55] 
[0]24 36 0.03 / / [63] 
[0]16 

[0/90]4 s 

/ < 1 
1–1.4 

120 
100 

/ [53] 

Hot Press ? CF/PEEK 30–40 / / / [51] 
[0]16 43 0.4–0.9 109 1856 [66] 
[45/0/− 45/0/90/45/− 45/90]s CF/PEKK 19–21 < 0.5 90–95 / [60] 

VBO [0]16 CF/PEEK 40 0.8–1.2 107 1812 [66] 
[0]16 CF/PEKK / / 60–100 / [56,68] 
[45/0/− 45/0/90/45/− 45/90]s 18–22 1–3 50–70 / [60] 
[(04/904)404]s  0.6–3.8   [67] 

AFP in-situ [0]16 CF/PPS 16–29 / 45 / [121] 
[0]16 CF/PEEK / 1.5–3.5 40–80 / [50,72] 
[0]16 

[+ 45/− 45]4 s 

25 3.4–4.2 45 
20 

/ [70] 

[0]8 17 5.2 / 1143 [71] 
[0]30 18 / / / [62] 
[0]16 / 2.8 80 1300 [55] 
[0]24 23.7–30.4 0.23–0.42 / / [63] 
[0]16 / 1.5 / / [122] 
[0]16 37 3 71 1505 [66] 
[45/0/− 45/0/90/45/− 45/90]s CF/PEKK 3 6–7 20 / [60]  
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before stamping. 
To conclude, and despite some contradictory results in the literature, 

it is generally assumed that tapes with high roughness will lead to an 
increase in the time for intimate contact especially if fibers are present at 
the ply interface. On the other hand, tapes that are too smooth may 
prevent the volatiles from evacuating through interlaminar voids. A 
compromise consisting in a richer resin surface while maintaining a 
sufficient roughness to enable volatiles evacuation might facilitate the 
consolidation step. Another compromise shall also be reached in terms 
of initial void content within the tapes: sufficient to ease the removal of 
volatiles (see also section below), but which also can be lowered 
significantly during the consolidation step. 

4.2. Optimization of the processing parameters 

4.2.1. Tape preparation before consolidation 
The diffusion of volatiles can affect the final void content of the 

composite, and in some cases even causes deconsolidation. Under-
standing the evacuation of volatiles during the consolidation step, 
especially during OOA, is then crucial. 

The main volatiles are:  

1. Water (moisture), absorbed in the polymer and in the tape.  
2. Air, trapped during the tape manufacturing step and/or during the 

lay-up.  
3. Organic volatiles from the polymer synthesis and tape preparation. 

Absorbed water (around 0.3% of matrix at 50 ◦C and 50% relative 
humidity [129]) is meant to be evacuated during the consolidation 
cycle, when the temperature is above Tg. Since the diffusion coefficient 
of water in CF/PAEK is small (around 4–6.10-13 m2/s at 60 ◦C for 
CF/PEEK [130,131]) some water vapor will remain in the composite. 
Slange et al. [45] observed that thermal expansion of dissolved moisture 

can be responsible for deconsolidation in CF/PEEK. As shown in Fig. 14, 
(i) the composite displays an initial content of dissolved moisture within 
the matrix. Then, (ii) when the temperature increases, the water mole-
cules start to diffuse through the ply-thickness. The diffusion is accel-
erated when the temperature is above Tg because of the increase in chain 
mobility. As the temperature increases, the water exerts more and more 
pressure on the specimen. (iii) When the temperature reaches Tm, the 
water will increase the voids size because the matrix can no longer 
sustain the pressure induced by the water vapor, which leads to an in-
crease in the specimen thickness. (iv) Voids start to merge and create 

Fig. 13. Cross-sectional micrographs of the as-received a. TC prepreg and b. CY prepreg. Corresponding US C-scans after stamp forming (at 390 ◦C and 20 bar) of c. 
TC and d. CY tapes placed by AFP. 
Reprinted from Slange et al. [123], ©2019 with permission from Elsevier. 

Fig. 14. Schematic representation of the deconsolidation phenomenon due to 
moisture expansion 
Reprinted from Slange et al. [45], ©2018 with permission from Elsevier. 
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channels between the plies enabling the water to diffuse more easily. (v) 
The internal void pressure decreases and the thickness decreases again 
[45]. As also explained in [45], it is possible to reduce deconsolidation 
due to water by drying the specimen before the consolidation step. 
Drying CF/PEEK laminates at 250 ◦C for 3 h can prevent from such 
deconsolidation [45]. 

Air trapped in the composite has the same effect as moisture on the 
deconsolidation behavior of laminates [14,69,132]. Swamy et al. [69] 
detail the two phenomena responsible for the volatiles evacuation dur-
ing consolidation: first the gazes diffuse through the composite and then 
are removed through evacuation channels. Hence, a denser laminate 
will lead to diffusion through the entire composite thickness, which can 
take a time higher than the consolidation one. For well pre-consolidated 
AFP laminates, drying before consolidation may then be a necessary step 
to avoid possible deconsolidation. The authors therefore insist on the 
beneficial role of gaps induced during AFP to enable “in-plane air 
evacuation” during the next processing step, but adding these interlayer 
gaps will affect consolidation, especially for short-time processes. 

To evaluate the pre-consolidation quality of a laminate, Slange et al. 
[133,134] proposed to measure the thermal gradient between the sur-
face (continuous lines in Fig. 15) and the middle of the sample (dash 
lines in Fig. 15). For example, this gradient is way more important for 
the USSW (UltraSonic Spot Welding) pre-consolidated laminates (more 
than 50 ◦C of difference between the surface and the middle of the 
laminate) than for those pre-consolidated by press or AFP, showing the 
weak inter-laminar bonds created during USSW compared to the two 
other methods. 

4.2.2. Optimization of the prepreg ATP lay-up process 
First, note that optimizing the ATP lay-up process is obviously much 

more critical for “in-situ” consolidation than for press, autoclave or even 
VBO consolidation. 

The relevant parameters involved in ATP process have been 
reviewed by Khaled et al. [16]. Khan et al. [50] evaluated the degree of 
bonding of CF/PEEK laminates, manufactured through AFP with 
different processing parameters (heating cycle, layup velocity, and roller 
pressure), through Interlaminar Shear Strength (ILSS) measurements. 
This adapted 3-point bending test characterizes the resistance to interply 
shear. 

High heating and cooling rates as well as short-term pressure make it 
challenging to obtain a well pre-consolidated laminate [55,62,135]. A 
good control on the temperature must be reached: low temperatures will 
lead to high viscosities that will prevent void content reduction and 
consolidation at the interfaces, and high temperatures may induce 
thermal degradation of the composite, as CF/PEEK tapes can reach 

temperatures above 500 ◦C [64,73,76,77,82]. The temperature at the 
nip point (see Fig. 4) then needs to be precisely monitored during the 
ATP process, which is complicated to achieve. For hot gas torch heating, 
only the temperature of the heat source can be monitored precisely, 
which will induce differences between the temperature of the tape being 
deposited and the one of the already stacked tapes [16,70]. For laser 
heating, due to the curvature of the tape and the roll (see Fig. 4), a 
thermal gradient takes place between the locally heated zone and the nip 
point, known as the shadowing effect [76] (see Fig. 4). It can also be 
mentioned that the width of the incoming tapes and/or the diameter of 
the heating source hampers the control of the temperature. One then 
needs to place adequately (both in terms of angle and distance) the heat 
source and impose a temperature sufficient to consolidate at the nip 
point without degrading the material [18]. 

The roller pressure is another ATP fundamental parameter. As stated 
in [50], increasing the roller pressure enhances voids reduction and 
leads to a larger contact area between the roller and the top layer for 
consolidation. It is proposed to use a large roller to dissipate enough 
energy from the plies such that, after the pass of the roller, the tem-
perature of the top ply decreases rapidly below Tg, thus avoiding 
deconsolidation. However, applying a high pressure while using a large 
roller demands a high force delivered by the head, which might be 
challenging. This is all the more true that according to Çelik et al. [73], 
the relation between compaction pressure and compaction force is not 
linear because of the deformation of the roller. Schledjewski et al. [58] 
suggest the use of an adaptative roller, i.e. capable of moving in the plan 
of the stacked tapes while increasing the roller pressure, in order to 
provide a homogeneous pressure and correct the potential misalignment 
between the tool (see Fig. 4) and the roller. Even if an increase in the 
roller pressure supposes a better bonding strength at the ply interface, 
Qureshi et al. [59] did not evidence a correlation between ILSS and 
compaction pressure for CF/PEEK composites, maybe due to the fact 
that the pressure used was already sufficient to provide good intimate 
contact. 

Heating rate, and even more, cooling rate will also influence the 
bonding quality of the laminate. In general the AFP cooling rate is very 
high (up to 300 ◦C/s [16]) leading to a nearly glassy matrix, even for 
rapid crystallization rates evidenced for PEKK [35] and PEEK [136]. 
Such rapid cooling rates can increase residual stresses within the plies 
[137], which can lead to delamination or matrix cracking in the next 
processing steps. Khaled et al. [16] then suggest that slowing the cooling 
can lead to an increase in the composite crystallinity [121] and hence a 
higher strength at the ply interface. The cooling rate can be lowered by 
increasing the tool temperature. However, one has to keep in mind that 
the remaining porosities may be another cause for poor mechanical 

Fig. 15. Measured temperatures of the surface and the mid-plane of CF/PEEK laminates during stamp forming for different pre-consolidation methods. 
Reprinted from Slange [134], ©2019, University of Twente. 
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properties. Chen et al. [121] concluded that the ILSS and compression 
strength of CF/polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) composites depend much 
more on void content and porosity distribution and dispersion than on 
crystallinity. 

Layup velocity (or deposing head velocity) is the speed of the plies’ 
placement during AFP process. It can highly influence the pre- 
consolidation quality of the laminate by affecting the cooling rate. 
Khan et al. [50] explain that low velocities (3 m/min) leads to good 
bonding strengths because longer time exposures improve the polymer 
healing. Stokes-Griffin et al. [76] show that at lower placement rates, 
CF/PEEK composites exhibit better fiber-matrix adhesion but a more 
brittle behavior because of higher crystallinity achieved. In another 
study [77], the same authors evidenced that at high layup velocities, the 
specimen is under the consolidation zone for a time below the one 
required for crystallization. Hence, the polymer is in glassy state during 
the development of inter-laminar bonds, enabling the autohesion to 
occur below Tm on the next processing steps. Of course, a balance be-
tween layup velocity and productivity has to be reached. 

The number of passes of the roller on the tapes for the AFP process is 
also playing a role on the final consolidation quality of the composite. 
Increasing the number of passes increases the intimate contact and lead 
to a lower inter-laminar void content (and thus a better pre-consolidated 
laminate) [16,72]. The effect of the number of passes on ILSS has not 
been clearly evidenced yet: Khan et al. [50] found for example that ILSS 
increases from 81 to 88 MPa after 3 repasses on CF/PEEK composites. 
However, in a study by Mantell et al. also on CF/PEEK [52], ILSS does 
not significantly increase with the number of passes despite an 
improvement of the degree of intimate contact. Similar results were also 
obtained by Chanteli et al. [70]. Repassing also affects the surface finish 
of the laminate. Chanteli et al. [70] measured a lower surface roughness 
(Ra) along the fibers on CF/PEEK composites with two passes (from 
4.9 µm to 2 µm). Shadmehri et al. [63] describes an even greater 
decrease of Ra (from 40 µm to 6 µm and from 19 µm to 2.6 µm, respec-
tively in the directions transverse and parallel to the fibers) for similar 
conditions and composites. Tierney et al. [122,138] also suggest to in-
crease the number of passes as well as the layup velocity so that voids are 
more easily reduced and locked at temperatures just above Tg. [50] It 
shall also be mentioned that during AFP, the first incoming tapes are 
heated above Tm and then cooled several times as the subsequent plies 
are placed, enabling more time for intimate contact and healing than the 
last ones. Disparities in terms of consolidation level can then be observed 
within the composite thickness [18,138]. Hence, it is recommended to 
apply few repasses, at least on the last plies, to decrease the whole void 
content of the laminate [63,70,72]. These repasses may also have an 
effect on the crystallinity, which is still debated in the literature. While 
Comer et al. [55] mention an increase in crystallinity with increasing 
number of repasses, Chanteli et al. [70] do not observe any effect. 
Finally, Shadmehri et al. [63] showed a decrease from 30% to 24% in the 
degree of crystallinity after two repasses also on CF/PEEK. 

To conclude, one should mention that too many passes may degrade 
thermally the matrix [50]. An optimized number of passes shall then be 
sought for and consider the composite thickness. 

Note that several heat source parameters also need optimization to 
improve the final consolidation of the composite. They have been 
reviewed in detail by Khaled et al. [16] and will not be discussed further 
on in this review. 

4.2.3. Optimization of the consolidation process 
Consolidation of the laminate is the final step to obtain a void-free 

composite. It is mandatory to optimize the processing parameters 
involved in this step, which are mainly, pressure, temperature and time. 
Similar to the prepreg lay-up, the chosen temperature shall enable suf-
ficient flow without degrading the matrix. High pressure will favor the 
development of intimate contact hence the bonding strength between 
the plies. The time for consolidation shall be high enough to promote 
sufficient healing and void reduction as well as a proper evacuation of 

volatiles (air, water, …) [139]. Slange et al. [123,133] showed that 
CF/PEEK laminates obtained through AFP followed by stamp forming 
have lower flexural strengths than those obtained by press or autoclave 
despite the higher pressure applied, because the fast consolidation 
through stamp forming does not enable the matrix to crystallize as well 
as with longer processes. 

The optimized parameters for autoclave or press consolidation are 
now relatively well-known [140] but since an interest for 
out-of-autoclave processes is emerging, the following paragraph will 
deal specifically with VBO. Saffar et al. [57,68] developed two VBO 
processes for CF/PEKK composites, one in an oven and one using a 
heating plate. For the heating plate configuration, a heterogeneous 
distribution of the heat through the sample thickness has been 
measured, as well as an important variation of the final composite 
thickness due to a difference of pressure homogeneity along the surface 
of the laminate. Typically, the laminate is thinner (i.e. better consoli-
dated) near the pump evacuation hole than at the opposite side. Con-
cerning the oven system, the temperature applied on the laminate is 
relatively well distributed [57,68]. They also concluded that a pressure 
at least equal to 800 mbar is necessary to prevent the laminate from 
deconsolidation and get a dense component with ILSS values close to 
those obtained by press. This pressure must be maintained at the 
required value during all the consolidation cycle, which is possible by 
maintaining a high level of vacuum under the bag [125]. A similar trend 
has been observed by Levy et al. [141] for complex molds in OOA sys-
tems under oven: a deviation of the laminate thickness happens at the 
corner because of a heterogeneous pressure distribution linked to the 
geometry of the mold. This leads to an increase of the porosity as well as 
areas rich either in fibers or in resin at the corner. Centea et al. [125] 
also headline the difficulty of maintaining a homogeneous pressure 
when the size of the laminate increases. 

As mentioned before, AFP “in-situ” consolidation is the most prom-
ising technique to achieve high-productivity, and thus has been the 
subject of recent research [15,18,58,59]. The optimization of the heat 
source parameters, roller pressure, temperature, layup velocity devel-
oped in the previous section, are obviously needed as well to improve 
“in-situ” consolidation. 

One of the main issues is the very short time dedicated to the healing 
process. Indeed, a high pressure and a smooth tape will decrease the 
intimate contact time but, as mentioned before, the time to achieve 
complete healing is constant for a given resin and higher than the one 
spent above Tm during AFP under typical conditions (less than 1 s [77]). 
A higher number of passes may lead to an improvement of healing but 
will increase the processing time. 

A second consequence of this short processing time is the fact that it 
will lead to low degrees of crystallinity, hence lower mechanical prop-
erties for the composite. To solve this, Schiel et al. [61] propose to 
anneal afterwards the obtained laminate at a temperature above Tg. 
Alternatively, increasing the tool temperature leads to lower cooling 
rates and higher degree of crystallinity as well. 

Another issue for “in-situ” consolidation is fiber stress-release. Dur-
ing the pre-impregnation step, the elastic energy of the fiber network is 
stored in the composite under the form of residual stresses because of a 
difference of thermal expansion coefficients between fibers and matrix 
[18,142]. The release of these stresses is called de-compaction of fiber 
reinforcement [49]. Slange et al. [45] claim that the time above Tm 
during AFP is too short to let fibers release their accumulated stress, 
which may be an issue for “in-situ” consolidation and subsequent 
welding of parts. 

Degradation during “in-situ” consolidation has been reviewed by 
Martin et al. [18]. The temperature at the tape level can reach values 
above 500 ◦C, even though for very short times [143]. Bayerl et al. [144] 
showed that CF/PEEK composites start to degrade after only 100 ms of 
heat exposure for laser powers above 100 W. Hence, increasing the 
number of passes or decreasing the layup velocity may lead to 
degradation. 
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Finally, defects are induced when steering tapes during AFP process, 
due to the roller imperfections. For straight steered tapes, gaps and 
overlaps are mainly generated [86,120,145,146], preventing from 
“in-situ” consolidation. Gaps create a local reduction in the laminate 
thickness whereas overlaps locally increase it. These defects lead to a 
decrease in the tensile strength [147] and in the compressive strength 
[147,148]. For L-shaped laminates, overlaps may have a positive effect 
as the local excess material counteracts the thickness reduction at the 
angles [149]. For curved steered tapes, the radius of curvature plays an 
important role on the final properties of the laminate. Recent studies on 
CF/PEEK composites show that lowering the steering radius increases 
defects such as fiber folding / wrinkling [150] as well as the thickness of 
the laminate at the expense of its width [150,151]. Rajasekaran et al. 
[151] also showed that decreasing the steering radius below 400 mm 
decreases the lap shear strength (LSS) from 21 MPa to 15 MPa, far below 
the LSS of autoclave processed samples (49 MPa). An additional pro-
cessing step, as suggested by Kermani et al. [120] is then often necessary 
to fill these gaps [86] and obtain a well-consolidated composite. 

To conclude, if “in-situ” consolidation directly during AFP seems to 
be the future solution in terms of productivity, the seemingly contra-
dictory issues discussed above limit its current use and the need for OOA 
consolidation. 

As a final note, additive manufacturing is also currently developed 
for CF/PAEK composites, especially to achieve complex geometries, and 
has been recently reviewed by Struzziero et al. [152]. 

5. Conclusion 

Consolidation of CF/PAEK composites, especially with out-of- 
autoclave and “in-situ” processes is still under optimization to answer 
totally the current industrial needs, especially in the aerospace sector. 
This review gives an insight of the physical and physicochemical phe-
nomena involved during consolidation, with a special focus on the 
rheology of CFRTP. The flowing under compression of such multiphase 
materials containing multiple layers, continuous fibers and a highly- 
viscous matrix is extremely complex. Different mechanisms, from the 
micro to the macro-scale, are coupled or dominate at different time-
scales. In particular, a proper experimental characterization and/or 
modeling of the viscosity of such composites is still needed, and should 
consider fiber locking, flow anisotropy and possible slip at the interface. 

To increase the quality of such composites, several suggestions can 
be explored in future research, including tapes with low roughness, a 
good fiber/matrix distribution, a low initial void content and resin-rich 
regions at the surface. A well-defined drying process will also help to 
avoid deconsolidation due to thermal expansion of dissolved moisture 
and other volatiles during the consolidation cycle. Optimization of 
several lay-up or consolidation parameters is still lacking and probably 
requires a more systematic design of experiments which could benefi-
ciate from efficient simulation tools [153]. 

Solving the paradoxes of “in-situ” consolidation, where short 
consolidation times must lead to high-quality composites, will certainly 
be the objective of many collaborations between industrial and aca-
demic partners to come. 
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